Welcome to all of our sites! See where you are all placed below!

A message from the CI

Thank you all so much for your support and enthusiasm in helping to get the FiSh Study up and running! Over the next nine months we are aiming to recruit 108 patients (1 patient per month per site).

Our open sites have already been working hard to screen, identify and recruit eligible patients. They need as much help as possible, especially out-of-hours, to recruit patients to the study. Remember that if you have any questions about the study, then please contact the local FiSh Team at your site, or the FiSh Team at ICNARC.

David Inwald (Chief Investigator)

CATS love FiSh

Thanks to the CATS team for sending us this snap of their message board. We love the FiSh bunting!

Promoting FiSh through posters etc. helps a lot to raise awareness of the study. Keep sending us pictures of how you are making FiSh visible at your hospital!

First patients

Congratulations to Bristol Royal Hospital for Children for recruiting our first patient!

Watford General Hospital and Queen Alexandra Hospital have also recruited their first patients - bringing our total to six.

FiSh n’ tips

There is no time limit on when a patient meets the eligibility criteria - but they must be randomised in your ED (or equivalent)

The 15-minute study bolus cycles start when you (re-)assess the patient for signs of shock

When training staff, take them through the relevant pages of the CRF (e.g. fluid boluses) that must be completed at the time

Catch us

FiSh Study Team
Email: fish@icnarc.org
Telephone: 020 7269 9277
24/7 support line: 020 7269 9290